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α-Pt2Si compound is a test case for elastic constants calculation. It has tetragonal
symmetry with space group I4/mmm with number 139. The α-Pt2Si structure (PtSi.struct)
is described in detail in the following:

alpha Pt2Si
B   LATTICE,NONEQUIV.ATOMS: 2139_I4/mmm
MODE OF CALC=RELA unit=bohr

7.461000 7.461000 11.268000 90.000000 90.000000 90.000000
ATOM -1: X=0.00000000 Y=0.50000000 Z=0.25000000
          MULT= 2          ISPLIT=-2

-1: X=0.00000000 Y=0.50000000 Z=0.75000000
Pt         NPT= 781  R0=0.00000500 RMT= 2.4100   Z: 78.0
LOCAL ROT MATRIX: 0.7071068-0.7071068 0.0000000

0.7071068 0.7071068 0.0000000
0.0000000 0.0000000 1.0000000

ATOM -2: X=0.00000000 Y=0.00000000 Z=0.00000000
          MULT= 1          ISPLIT=-2
Si         NPT= 781  R0=0.00010000 RMT= 2.1300   Z: 14.0
LOCAL ROT MATRIX: 1.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000

0.0000000 1.0000000 0.0000000
0.0000000 0.0000000 1.0000000

16      NUMBER OF SYMMETRY OPERATIONS

You can find it from example directory.

 Make a directory with name ptsi .

 Change to ptsi directory and copy ptsi.struct within it from example directory.



 Run T_set_elast_lapw

 I selected the following parameters for calculation :

RMT reduction = default ( RMT not changed ), Xc = default ( PBE ),
Energy seperaction = -9.0, R_Kmax = 7, L_max = 8, Type of Fermi calculation = default
(TETRA), mixing factor = default (0.2), nkpoint = 5000, and Spin-polarized calculation =
default (no).



 Define command run





Now, we see



 I didn’t use default parameters for (C11+C12) calculations. I selected number of
changes 6 and value of changes -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3.





 I didn’t use default parameters for (C33) calculations. I selected number of
changes 7 and value of changes -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4.





 I used default parameters for (Czz) calculations.





 I used default parameters for (C44), (C11-C12), and (C66) calculations.
I did the same producer such as above pictures .



Now, if we get a list we will see a directory with name elast-constant

 Now, we have to run created TETRA.job file. You can use T_calljob_lapw but, I
prefer to run them by hand because I want to check steps of running by WIEN2k.
For this goal, I change to elast-constant directory and then to c11+c12 and ptsi.

 Now, I call TETRA.job and calculations start. It will take time.



Now, we see



 We repeat the same steps for running TETRA.job within c11-c12 , c33, czz, c44,
and c66 directories.

After calculations, we analyze our calculation for finding C11 , C12 , C44 and ….
For this goal, we change to main directory i.e. ptsi directory and run

 T_ana_elast_lapw

Now, we see



And then



And after that



And then



And after that



And at the end



Now, we see results



And then checks the sensitivity of your results to the order of fit.



Now, change to elast-constant directory. You can see the results in ptsi.output_elastic



Good luck
Morteza Jamal


